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Ship-modeling 

The way of life people live is generally very different and variable.  No matter the time and place 

they live, surely they all had, or have, unlimited combination of problems regarding biological or 

social survival. 

The development in science, work, computer and communications imposes undesirable life 

rhythm which is very difficult to monitor and maintain. And if we add monotony and 

unattractiveness of mostly repetitive work (occupations) one can get a clear (grey) image of 

quality of human life. 

To break away from everyday monotony and temperament, to give in to relaxation, 

entertainment, or to a short period of oblivion at a time when people neglect and underestimates 

even food, is a goal of almost all people, but not all achieve it. In their free time, most people fall 

under influence of television or other visual technology, whether it's about passive watching 

programs or active participating in video games. Smaller number of people gives in to cultural 

superstructure (nice and applicable art) and sports (mainly recreational) or other various 

activities which could be tentatively called – hobby. 

A hobby is a versatile human activity driven by entertainment and additional interests in 

attractive creativity and collecting at leisure, without burdening themselves with appropriateness 

and financial viability. They interest people who have found additional energy and will to 

ornament themselves in their free time, to richen themselves with values that the lively pace of 

life doesn't takes away. Most often, its going back to nature, for example, trips, hunting, fishing, 

breeding of various animals and plants, having collections passion for everything (whether its 

philately – collecting stamps and numismatics – collecting old money, or badges and stones) or 

manufacturing all sorts of objects, tools and decorations (embroidery, sewing, lace). Hand made 

work is especially interesting (practical and useful as well as decorative ones) because in most 

cases they express individuality of people and place where they are made. Through it the 

folklore of the nation is expressed, especially when it comes to popular souvenirs and 

embroidery because they determine cultural identity. 

Amongst many such activities, making ship models is very old. Since forever it has aroused 

human attention, perhaps even more then making of any other miniatures. As mediators 

between people and the sea, ships are often personified, taken very exceptionally, almost 

spoiled, no matter how hard and stiff life on them can be, but also unique. Shortly, full of self-
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renunciation, as Henrick Van Loon says: "Sea is a torture and ship torturing devices". That was 

true in the past, in time of ships with oars and sails, but even today when man enjoys many 

benefits on ships, especially as for accommodation, is faced with half-military life, loneliness 

(more then ever) because of separation from the rest of the crew and rough calling that largely 

makes one different from the rest. 

The feeling of being tied to the ship, sailing, sea and coasts around the world is not changed 

even for those who have always been far from the sea. A ship is a working environment, life 

space, source of wellbeing and existence. Shortly, a ship is a home. Marine life in this small 

floating city is closely connected to all people who live on and from the sea. In a lively and 

impersonal life, a man finds pleasure and relaxation entrusting his feelings and materializing 

them through making models of ships, in order to give him some vent, a part of the world that 

surrounds him. In imagination and sub-consciousness he lives with sailboats, their torn sails, the 

wind that carries them. In this imaginary, romantic world, harsh truth is lost, and illusion of 

beauty and virtue, glow and eminence of hulls, equipment and sails prevail. 

****    

Children in elementary schools begin to create models, which they see as toys. World of 

miniature and entertainment is very appealing. With constant tuition of teachers, and with their 

help, very early the child gets to know technical culture: recognition, choosing and processing 

materials and using the basic tools.  

In this beginner’s period, educational purposes have a great role as well as the approach and 

mutual relation between the techniques and children. In this period, some children remain 

attached to technics and some don’t. Those who express more preferences and love for such 

activities in the supplementary teaching continue and expand their work and skills through 

specialized sections. Mainly those are airplane-modeling and ship modeling. In this, early stage, 

children work through programs designed for their age, with simple drawings and sketches from 

their first manuals. In sections for advanced modelers, in higher grades of primary schools, 

children begin to create (compose) simple models from assembling kits with already prepared 

materials, or following professional teacher’s instructions. In subsequent phases – in high school 

programs, such work is not included, and it is differently formed – in carpentry workshops and 

metal-turnery workshops, as a part of production-technical education.  
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Development of miniature ships, aircraft and cars is left to individual’s own initiative which will 

they make in their homes collaborating with friends, like-minded and experienced colleagues, or 

in specialized centers, which is much more suitable for several practical reasons: modeling club 

provides excellent opportunities for work with their rooms and space. They are separated from 

residential dwellings and tenants cannot be disturbed with the noise that is inevitable when 

processing materials and using tools. Rooms are spacious enough and it is possible to deploy 

more tools at their permanent base.  

Tools being used are often highly-specialized, big and expensive (bench lathe, pillar drill, electric 

circular saw table is often combined with hoblica-blanjalica or debljača, band saw…) so it is 

available only at clubs. All experienced modelers use it and it is much better then the tools being 

used by one person at home.  

The activities of the club attract people of various ages. Young people are usually guided by 

knowledge and experience of instructors, and they can also receive tuition and assistance from 

older and more experienced members. This way for development will be much more acceptable 

then at home where they won’t be able to satisfactorily follow the flow of events even if they 

were constantly taught by am older family member. Mutual support and information in the clubs 

and the exchange of materials and documentation, making friends are the greatest values. 

Production of various molds and casts in the technique of fiberglass is almost impossible outside 

the workshop for several reasons: it permanently occupies the space, strong smells and 

evaporation… 

Material and appropriate documentation (drawings and books) are much more accessible to 

clubs because they purchase it mostly at wholesale prices and are often exempt from many 

taxes.  

Organizing events and exhibitions many modelers from different regions meet, contributing to 

the great process of such activities, mostly in terms of experience and determining the quality of 

work. At competitions, regardless of their characteristics, every modeler, with their miniature, 

confirms the status of a particular society.  Modeling is a skill that grows with work, learning and 

experience. Any man who approaches this skill, either as an observer, or especially as modeler, 

has their own attitude, their own opinion and vision that seeks to achieve and reaffirm with the 

miniatures. Other then investing their free, valuable time in the model, they invest a great deal of 

effort, patience and desire to bring their work successfully to an end. Often, the modeler brings 
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much subjectivity (personality) so that same kind of vessels made by the same design and even 

material, in two or more modelers appear very different. The models become a result of mans 

intimacy, awareness and finally – knowledge. From looking at the model, a good observer can 

tell the author’s age and can recognize the character’s base line. The first steps in this field are 

very important and the way in which the modeler has accepted the world of miniature and how 

they relate to it at a later age and what they expect from it. If the motives were purely of financial 

nature, quality of work often will not be satisfactory, particularly if this is the case from the 

beginning of modeling in adults. Sordidness in this area has a great negative influence. Training 

and learning, and gaining experience is never complete or sufficient. Our literature is scarce; the 

existing one is quite deficient, of poor quality or inappropriate and almost certainly bibliophilic. 

Relying on foreign literature upgrades the modeler but it also distracts him from the Adriatic 

trabakuls, braceras, Leuts and gajetas…Then the modelers turn to themselves and their 

neighbors help each other, exchange knowledge and documentation, learn from one another. 

Seeing other models, the modeler will find something interesting even if he’s looking at a very 

bad model. He will learn from it, if nothing, then how not to work. A good museum with exhibits 

of its models can serve as a modeling school.  

It is not always necessary to own highly professional reading where every model is elaborated in 

details, both layout and text. More advanced modelers often use history books and paintings, 

drawings, description, in order to make the draft and then the model itself if there is no ready-

made documentation.  Working this way, a modeler may compromise himself, but with the result 

he will try to eliminate all doubts about the reality of his miniatures. 

Unfortunately, reconstruction is the hardest form of ship modeling, and if it is not performed 

competently and correctly it can easily become a surrogate. Blueprints for making the models 

can be found in highly specialized modeling stores, some bookstores (professional literature 

departments), museums – if they have a sales department. It is not the case solely in our 

country but abroad too. Frequent sources of old blueprints and documents provide essential 

details about the object are archive. 

****  

Modeling is a skill of making human’s environment as a miniature. Man’s environment is a set of 

objects that surround him and modeling is miniaturization of it, or reducing sizes while 

maintaining the same forms and ratios. It is as old as man himself. There is no doubt that man 
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started making miniature houses and boats for fun, and with time improved it with the cultural 

and technological development.  

In time of industrial revolution, modeling has improved the most, because new “unknown” areas 

revealed themselves – mainly the stem engine. Until then, miniature buildings and sailing ships 

were made, and sometimes they were put on sea or lakes to sail letting the wind carry them, 

mainly for entertainment. With making the steam engine begins an era of making functional 

models- models that by then only new clock mechanism, and with the discovery of motor with 

internal combustion and electrical energy – electromotor, the modeling got a new strong swing. 

Initially, it was just a change of propulsion system (drive), but later the wireless transmission of 

electric power over long distances. Every news finds its application in modeling, if not reverse 

even if it was science fiction ( making all sorts of space crafts and stations) it will find its purpose 

much later when a man is capable to do it in reality too. If not (Eskimo) sled then a vessel 

certainly is the first mean of transportation. As such, it has always been particularly interesting to 

everyone, even the small children. The children show their early love to the sea by fishing – fish, 

shellfish and crustaceans, then ships, creating their first and only toy they had to imitate the 

elder, if we neglect tools (for example farming) or weapon, that as a miniature became a toy in 

children’s hands. 

With the arrival of railway, cars and airplanes, ship modeling looses its primacy, and other forms 

of miniaturization became equal. The development of modeling has advanced so much it is hard 

to tell the models from rational devices – robots- having in mind their reasons of existence and 

their final goals. For example, a ship 3, 4 or 5 meters long, may serve for entertainment, fishing 

or transport of easy weight. While a large model of ship may exceed the length and weight of a 

boat, these boats have been made as museum exhibits, a manageable floating model intended 

to capture some scenes, mostly of war, it was used either for film or as a shipbuilding-research 

model. In order to incorporate the personality into the model, there has to be an “artistic” 

expression that stands out well from a technical. Although it doesn’t have to go far from the goal: 

to present, to imitate as realistically as possible, this mode of expression will not always be most 

suitable. Only a modeler may define and decide the technique he wants to apply, which goal he 

wants to achieve with it. It is hard to combine the artistic and technical approach. Most 

frequently, it is tried to be done by so called patination, with darker colors and varnish, imitating 

antiques and weariness. 


